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Ref 
Code Supplier Code  Description Dimensions Capacity (L) Barcode Carton Qty 

FS360 913S271/7044  4 pc Set Batch Cook & Freeze (Promo Only) 22 x 17 x 6 4 x 1.5L (242P 3426470288118 4 

Ref Code Supplier Code  Description Dimensions Capacity (L) Barcode Carton Qty 

FS361 913S270/7042  3 Piece Set Batch Cook & Go  3 x 0.8L (281PG) 3426470288101 2 

   “4 PIECE, PROMO SET” 

RANGE” 

  Pyrex® is a trademark of Corning Incorporated used under license by International Cookware 

                     

                                             

 

From Freezer to Oven safely:  To prepare meals ahead or freeze leftovers. The Pyrex® brand has designed 

COOK&FREEZE, a range of heat-resistant sustainable borosilicate glass storage containers, that allows the user to 

transport from the fridge or freezer to the microwave or conventional oven safely without the plastic lid. 

COOK&FREEZE glass containers have been designed to have a 220° thermal shock resistance. The products are nestable 

for optimal storage in both the fridge/freezer and cupboard. The glass does not retain strong flavours and is stain 

resistant. Very easy to clean and dishwasher safe. 

 

 

                         

 

 
     

 
Tastier, cheaper, dietary specific, or just more practical…there are many reasons why you want to be able to take 
home cooked meals with you. With the COOK&GO range of Pyrex® it becomes easier. The ultra-resistant glass dishes 
feature airtight and leakproof lids. Perfect for cooking your meal and carrying it to the office or picnic safely, even for 
meals covered in sauce! Convenient, the dishes fit inside each other to save space in the fridge/freezer or cupboard. 
Made from sustainable Pyrex® borosilicate glass, which does not retain strong flavours. Can be used in the 
Microwave or conventional oven without the plastic lid. Easy to clean and is dishwasher safe. The lid also features a 
space where you can write on a note of the contents or use by date. 
Tastier, cheaper, dietary specific or 
just more practical ... there are many 
reasons why you want to be able to 
take home cooked meals with you. 
With the COOK&GO range of Pyrex® 
it becomes easier. The ultra-resistant 
glass dishes feature airtight and 
leakproof lids. Perfect to cook your 

meal and carry it to the office or picnic 
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